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In this paper two tines are called parallel if they are identical or if they have no point 
in cornm~rr, It is then shown that in a restricted iineu space of sqwrc order n paraklism 
is an equivaisnce relation on the n-lines. 
In this paper we will use the terminology and notation of [ 3 1. We 
wiil also refer to the prerequisites Pl to Pa and Theorems Tl to T3 
listed there. Since this paper is a continuation of the work, of /3 ] and 
[4] b the lemmas and theorems will be named accordingly. 
In the development of certain branches af linear spaices an important 
notion has been that of parallelism. Two lines are said to be parallel if 
they are identical or have no peint in common. The case when paralle- 
lism is an equivalence relation on the entire set of lines has already been 
studied and indeed been completely so!ved (see f 1,2] ). In this paper we 
will display for any MS except one a set of lines such that on this set of 
lines parallelism is an equivalence relation. 
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By Lemma 5 there is an (I? + 1 )-line that meets x,. Let y be such an 
(pz + 1 )-line. Now through every point of y not lying on x’, there is at 
least one line that misses x, (by P3), whence s, 2 II. Now by applying 
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